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Key PointsKey Points
�� Democracy theoretically offers every Democracy theoretically offers every 

individual an equal voice in deciding our individual an equal voice in deciding our 
collective future. That is empowerment. collective future. That is empowerment. 
But thereBut there’’s always a gap between theory s always a gap between theory 
and practice.and practice.

�� India is a democratic country but both the India is a democratic country but both the 
sanctity of public space and individual sanctity of public space and individual 
freedom cofreedom co--exist with the attempt to exist with the attempt to 
curtail it. However the real danger lies in curtail it. However the real danger lies in 
the lack of protest when there is a the lack of protest when there is a 
deliberate attempt to limit these spaces.deliberate attempt to limit these spaces.



Key Points Key Points cont..cont..

�� The biggest horror of any individual or The biggest horror of any individual or 

community is exclusion. There is community is exclusion. There is 

marginalisation of women and Dalits and marginalisation of women and Dalits and 

oppression of the poor. The spaces for oppression of the poor. The spaces for 

dissent of these marginalised and dissent of these marginalised and 

vulnerable sections of society must be vulnerable sections of society must be 

made and protected.made and protected.

�� It requires confidence and political It requires confidence and political 

maturity to tune in to and listen to these maturity to tune in to and listen to these 

deprived voices.deprived voices.



Key Points Key Points contcont……

�� The challenge we have before us today is The challenge we have before us today is 

to having a system of governance to having a system of governance ‘‘of, by of, by 

and for the peopleand for the people’’ in a practical manner.in a practical manner.

�� Democracy gives everyone the right to act Democracy gives everyone the right to act 

but it is unfortunate that many of us are but it is unfortunate that many of us are 

denied the right to act, because of caste, denied the right to act, because of caste, 

class, or religious and gender prejudices.class, or religious and gender prejudices.

�� Those who can act do not do so. They Those who can act do not do so. They 

neither perceive their role nor even think neither perceive their role nor even think 

of a social agenda.of a social agenda.



Key Points Key Points contcont……

�� Collective action is very important to bring Collective action is very important to bring 
about a change in current situation. about a change in current situation. 
Campaigns have repeatedly demonstrated Campaigns have repeatedly demonstrated 
the power of collective participation to the power of collective participation to 
change the direction of governance. change the direction of governance. 

�� Laws with farLaws with far--reaching consequences like reaching consequences like 
the Right to Information Act and the the Right to Information Act and the 
Employment Guarantee Act can come Employment Guarantee Act can come 
about through the involvement of ordinary about through the involvement of ordinary 
people in the conception, formulation and people in the conception, formulation and 
implementation of law and policy.implementation of law and policy.



Key Points Key Points contcont……
�� Empowerment is not in the disappearance of Empowerment is not in the disappearance of 

problems but in the strength and ability to deal problems but in the strength and ability to deal 
with them. with them. 

�� After reaching the end of the campaign after After reaching the end of the campaign after 
achieving something we realise that the achieving something we realise that the 
problems of the future lie in the seeds of that problems of the future lie in the seeds of that 
achievement.achievement.

�� Aruna Roy concludes the essay saying that Aruna Roy concludes the essay saying that 
empowerment is the recognition of our collective empowerment is the recognition of our collective 
political responsibility. We need to use the political responsibility. We need to use the 
power we have with intelligence and courage.power we have with intelligence and courage.
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